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The Deutsch multiverse R4 is collection of parallel worlds R4 (l) with label l
[1]. The formal theory and a topos-theoretic model of the Deutsch multiverse
are constructed. For this the Lawvere-Kock Synthetic Differential Geometry
and topos models for smooth infinitesimal analysis are used [2].
A model of multiverse is generator of virtual reality which has some repertoire of environments. Generator of virtual reality creates environments and
we can observe them. Each environment is many-dimensional hyperuniverse
op
R4 (l) with label l = `A ∈ IL for generator SetIL , where IL is dual category
for category of finitely generated C ∞ -rings and `A = `C ∞ (IRm )/I. Hyperuniverse has foliation that consists of parallel 4-dimensional spacetimes (=
parallel universes). There exist morphisms between hyperuniverses R4 (`A)
and R4 (`B).
Metric of multiverse is sum of ”parallel” huperuniverse metrics g (4) (`A):
Z

|g (4) i =

D[`A]c(`A)|g (4) (`A)i, c(`A) ∈ C,
I
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and satisfies formal Einstein equations.
Multiverse is multivariant quantum World. Physical constants are source
of this multiplicity, because they are real numbers which as we understand
can not be found without errors. So every value of physical constant k is
smooth function with label `A (= smooth real at stage `A). Every hyperuniverse R4 (`A) is many-dimensional Kaluza universe that has own family of
physical constants. The properties of Deutsch-Minkowski and Deutsch-Gödel
mutiverses are analyzed.
We can speak about relation our theory with Everett interpretation of
quantum mechanics and with anthropic principle.
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